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THE CANDU 300

R. S. Hart

AECL - CANDt! Operations
The CANDU nuclear power system has evolved over a 40 year period and has
in the process accumulated in excess of 125 years of reactor operating
experience. Today there are 30 CANDU nuclear power reactors either in
operation or under construction in some six countries. Together, these
units represent approximately 18000 MW of electrical generating capacity.
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL), working in close co-operation
with Canadian industry and Canadian electrical utilities, has carried the
major development and nuclear design responsibilities for this very
successful CANDU program.

The CANDU nuclear power system has been under continuous review by AECL,
in an effort to advance the CANDU concept in a manner that would ensure
competitiveness in both current and future markets. Changes in world
reactor market conditions and the growing interest in smaller power units
prompted development of the CANDU 300. The CANDU 300 power reactor has a
net output in the range of 320 to 375 MW(e). This rating fits logically
into the standard range of CANDU designs, with about half of the net output
from the CANDU 600 and approximately one third of the CANDU 950 output.

The CANDU 300 offers a highly flexible plant configuration capable of
adaptation to a wide range of different user requirements and sites.
The CANDU 300 provides an economically competitive source of electrical
generation, and should have substantial appeal to:

- Countries without hydro or economic fossil-fuel resources

- Countries with small or subdivided grid systems

Countries wanting to optimize cash flow, grid expansion
and/or generation capacity distribution

Countries wanting to develop a nuclear infrastructure
(manufacturing, station operation and maintenance, etc.)
with minimum investment

Key features of the CANDU 300 include:

- A high level of standardization, achieved through the use
of proven components; all key CANDU 300 components are
identical to those in service on operating CANDU stations

Enhanced maintainability, provided by the layout and by
component design (for example, fuel channels can be replaced
without an extended outage)
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An advanced control system including the increased
use of computer control and display in both regulating
and special safety systems, and the use of multiplexers
and data highways for information transfer

A high seismic capability

- Compatability with warm salt water sites

- A relatively fast construction schedule
(48 months from first concrete to full power)

The CANDU 300 station layout, shown in Figure 1, represents a significant
departure from past practice. This layout was adopted following intensive
studies of safety, constructability, and operability, and is a principal
factor in achieving the relatively short construction schedule.

The CANDU 300 Reactor Building, Turbine Building, Group 1 and Group 2
Service Buildings, and the Administration and Maintenance Buildina are
phvsically separate. Below arade, tunnels connect the Reactor Building
to the auxiliary buildinas via steel bulkheads at the Reactor Building
perimeter wall, anr> accommodate all wiring and piping. The Main Control
Room is located below grade, adjavent to the Reactor Building perimeter
wall, and the tunnels to the Turbine Building and Group 1 Service Building.
The Secondary Control Area is located above grade in the Group 2 Service
Building. An enclosed walkway around the Reactor Building, located above
the connecting tunnels, provides personnel and mobile equipment access to
all the buildings.

The CANDU 300 station layout reduces the construction schedule by simplifying
minimizing and localizing interfaces, by accommodating several construction
contractors without interference, by eliminatina construction congestion
and providing access to all areas, by providing flexible equipment installation
sequences, and by eliminating special material handling requirements; 360°
access to all buildings is maintained during the construction period. The
Layout accommodates client, contractual and licensing requirements without
significant design modifications. It also facilitates station operation
and maintenance.
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\CANDU 300

FIGURE t : STATION LAYOUT


